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33,5 trillion tons of co2 emission in 2010 
Germany 1990 -  1256 mio t 

   2007 -    956 mio t
Renewable Energies saved 126 mio t in 2011





Cost to build back nuclear power plants: 
500 million EUR to 3.200 million EUR



Blondie

People & Green Technology 
- attitude & awarness in our society
- attract talent
- green jobs

- attract talent
- green jobs



inside / outside Green Technology
continue waking up others



lack of technology experts?





    Passion economy





elephant / Attract talent

how to attract talent - what do candidates expect?



    they want to know...



social media

transparency & sustainability



react

thin line of communication - in real time media



Process & Safety Engineer (m/f)

Responsibilities:
• Design- and document review for offshore/onshore plants and pipelines in the field of new build 

and existing projects, e.g. for certification
• Covering technical safety with regard to safe process design and also fire and explosion 

protection, life-saving appliances, emergency escape and rescue, and the like
• Execution or facilitation of safety studies, e.g. HAZID, HAZOP, SIL Assessment, QRA, or similar
• Technical consultancy for construction companies and operators
• Project management, including support of all necessary interfaces to clients, the involved 

departments, and the field organisation 
• Within the scope of the project management, responsibility for the technical and commercial 

success of the project
• Coordination and/or execution of technical inspections at manufacturers or at sites, e.g. on 

construction sites or offshore platforms
Typical plants in this area are fixed or mobile offshore units in the oil and gas industry but also 
platforms of offshore windparks or refineries or other onshore plants. Regarding the pipelines we 
typically work with oil, gas, or water pipelines, both onshore and offshore.
Qualifications:

• Degree in engineering in the fields of process or mechanical engineering or similar
• Several years of relevant professional experience in the fields of design, construction, or 

operation
• Familiar with the relevant international codes and quality standards
• Additional qualifications in the field of safety studies or HSE will be beneficial
• High level of service and consulting competence
• Highly independent and self-reliant way of working
• Readiness for occasional business travel – domestic and abroad
• Proficient handling of our internal and external client contacts
• High learning ability



emotion 
headline keywords



green 
talent



candidates



case study cpv







that is the traditional way
BUT - change in attitude of candiates
more & more candidates don‘t do what‘s best for their career

 - we had 7 candidates refusing job offers in the last three 
weeks - though these jobs offered them 
interview preparation / good for candidates and customers
- more status - more money - even more job security
- regard for wife or husband - 
Passion economy - runs through all ages

candidates want to know
how are other employees feeling there?
how sustainable is the company?
how is the company culture?
what is their market strategy?
how are positioned against competitors?

Future: They will care for your CO2 footprint
Communicate: your use of green elecrical power - trains 
before cars - hybrid cars - pv on the roof 
CSR 
blog - twitter - groups in social media platforms
one blog post per month will increase your web traffic
trust is the currency of the future - sustainability

the bigger your company is, the more important it gets

- a confirmation of receipt
- any feedback
we hear from professionals that receive an answer 
after 3 months...
we live in the real time media century.

if you are keen in working in green technology: what are 
the chances - what is hot?
we just started a blog „Where are the green jobs“ about 
what knowledge is needed in Emobility, Wind and Solar. 
What if I did my studies in chemicals, electrical 
engineering, mechanical engineering. 

candiate mining / read the CV properly / write the cv properly
- laser technology specialist, new to photovoltaics 
- know a lot about his science / less good in writing it down
- great scientists - but weak in describing what the really can

- be specific and sharp in what you know - no wobbles
- I have great experience in strategic marketing
- not a cv that sounds like the webpage of a consulting company
- market looks for specialists - not generalists







end



Renewable Energies

Green Technology

Solar Wind Geotherm


